Bispecific affibody molecule targeting HPV16 and HPV18E7 oncoproteins for enhanced molecular imaging of cervical cancer.
High-risk human papillomavirus (HPV16 and HPV18) are now widely recognized as responsible for cervical cancer, which remains to be the most common gynecologic malignancy in women worldwide. It is well known that viral oncoproteins E6/E7 play key roles in HPV-associated cervical carcinogenesis. Thus, in vivo detection of the two oncoproteins may provide important diagnostic information influencing patient management. More recently, affibody molecules have been demonstrated to be a promising candidate for development as molecular imaging probes. Based on the two monomeric affibody molecules (ZHPV16E7 and ZHPV18E7) generated in our laboratory, here, we used a peptide linker (Gly4Ser)3 to link ZHPV16E7 and ZHPV18E7 to develop a novel heterodimeric affibody ZHPV16E7-(Gly4Ser)3-ZHPV18E7. Both biosensor and immunofluorescence assays have proved that the heterodimeric affibody molecule targeted simultaneously HPV16 and HPV18E7 proteins by binding to the viral oncoproteins. In vivo tumor-imaging experiments using the Dylight755-labeled heterodimeric affibody revealed that strongly high-contrast tumor retention of the heterodimers occurred in both HPV16- and HPV18-derived tumors of nude mice 0.5 h post-injection. The accumulation of Dylight755-labeled heterodimers in tumors was achieved over 48 h. Therefore, we believe that this novel heterodimeric affibody molecule has great potential utility in molecular imaging in vivo and diagnosis of HPV-associated cervical cancers.